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MATHEMATICS 
ON THE CONVERGENCE OF THE PRODUCT SERIES OF SIMPLE 
SETS OF POLYNOMIALS IN A GENERAL REGION 
BY 
:.\I. NASSIF 
(Communicated by Prof. J. F. KoKSMA at the meeting of September 28, 1957) 
l. This paper deals with the product series of two simple 1 ) sets effective 
m a closed region 2 ) D(C), where C is a simple closed regular curve. 
Such series was shown [2; theorem 3] to be not effective in the same 
region when C is not a circle of centre origin and when the sets are 
absolutely monic. a) Our aim here is therefore to define the class of 
functions represented in D( C) by the product series of two simple absolutely 
monic sets effective in D(C). In fact let the transformation 
( l.l) z = 'lfJ( t) = c jt + 1>( t), 
where c#O and 4>(t) is a function regular in D(l), map the unit circle 
ltl= l on to C and D(l) in the t-plane on E(C) in the z-plane, so that for 
all positive values of r < l and for some values of r > l and near l the 
circles It I= r are mapped on to the closed curves Or which lie inside or 
outside C according as r> l or r< l. Write 4) lei =y, and 
(1.2) max 11> (t)l = ,u < =· 
jtj~l 
Also, let z = yei8 and define the number -r = -r(e) to be a root of the equation 
1p(t)- z = 0 of least modulus; put 
(1.3) min I• ((1)1 =f). 
e 
It is noteworthy that, on account of the limitation of the domain m 
which 1p(t) is defined, -r(e) may not exist for certain values of 5 ) e. 
1 ) The reader is supposed to be acquainted with the theory of basic sets of 
polynomials as given by Whittaker [ 4]; the series of polynomials of the product 
set will here be conveniently called the product series. 
2 ) Adopting the notation of Newns [3], D(O) and E(O) denote respectively the 
domains interior and exterior to the closed curve 0; the closure of D(O) is denoted 
by D(O). When 0 is the circle lzl = r these regions are respectively denoted by 
D(r), E(r) and D(r). 
n 
3 ) A simple set {Pn(z) }, where Pn(z) = L Pn.kzk, is monic if Pn. n = l; it is absolutely 
monic if IPn. nl = l. k~O 
4 ) Throughout this work y will be written for lei. 
5 ) This remark was pointed out to me by the referee who also noted the obvious 
fact that f3 is positive; so that theorem l always gives a finite bound for the Cannon 
function ii.(O), c.f. (2.4) and (5.7). 
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Neverthless, as we shall see in lemma 1, the number f3 always lies in the 
domain of existence of '1/J(t). Also, it is obvious from ( 1.2) that f3 > 0. 
With the above notations the main result to be established is the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 1: Let 1 ) {p~1 (z)}; i= 1,2, be two simple absolutely momc sets 
which are effective in D(C), and let {Pn(z)} be the product set {p~11 (z)}{p~21 (z)}. 
Then the product series will represent in D(C) every function regular in 
D(01,~A), where A=l/f3+pfy. 
It is here shown that the bound given in theorem 1 can be attained 
for some particular forms of C. However, in some other specified regions 
this bound can be improved. Thus when 0 is the ellipse x 2 ja2+y2jb2= l; 
a> b > 0, the mapping function is 
(1.4) Z='IIJ(t)=-!(a+b)t-1 +-!(a-b)t; O<ltl<{(a+b)j(a-b)}', 
from whicn we obtain 
(1.5) y=-!(a+b), p=-!(a-b), (3=2/{1+ V(l+41X)}, iX=(a-b)j(a+b). 
Hence theorem 1 implies that the product serie'l of two simple absolutely 
monic sets effective in D(O) represents in this region every function 
regular in D(Ol/A), where A= (1 + 21X + V(l + 41X))/2. This result is modified 
to that given in the following theorem. 
Theorem 2: Let {p~1 (z)} be two simple absolutely monic sets effective in 
and on the ellipse x2ja2 + y2jb2 = 1; a> b > 0. Then the product series 
represents in this region every function regular in and on the ellipse 
x 2 ja'2+y2jb'2= 1, where a'= (3a- 2b)/ V(l +41X), b' = (2a-b)N(l +41X); and 
this result is best possible. 
Also, when 0 is the Cassini oval I z2 -- II = a2; a> 1, the transformation 
( 1.1) is 
(1.6) Z='tp(t)=(ajt)(l+t2ja2)'; O<ltl<a, 
so that 
( l. 7) 
and theorem 1 thus implies that the product series of two simple absolutely 
monic sets effective in D(O) represents in this region every function 
regular in and on the oval 0 11A where A=l+{V(a2 +l)-V(a2 -I)}ja. 
A modification of this result is effected in the following theorem. 
Theorem 3: Let the two simple absolutely monic sets {p~1 (z)} be effective 
in and on the Cassini oval I z2 - II= a2; a> l. Then the product series 
represents in this region every function regular in and on the oval 
I z2- II= a2 + 2; and this result is best possible. 
1 ) Unless it is otherwise stated the integer i takes the values 1 and 2. 
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2. In what follows we recall the essentials of the work of Faber and 
Newns concerning the theory of Faber polynomials. If 7p (t) is the trans-
formation defined in (I.I) it was shown by Faber [I; p. 391] that 
(2.1) ..!J!J!l...= I P (z) t" 1p(t) -z n~o n ' 
where P,(z) is a polynomial of degree n in z. The set {P,(z)} is called 
the set of Faber polynomials associated with C. Moreover, Faber [I; p. 395] 
showed that any function f(z) regular in D(O,) is uniquely represented 
00 
there by the series f (z) = I c,Pn(z), where 
n~o 
(2.2) 
Let {Pn(z)} be a Cannon set that admits the representation 
(2.3) Pn (z) = Inn, k Pk(z), 
k 
and write 
(2.5) An(C)= IJn,,kJ{maxJpdz)J}; .A(O)=lim{.An(0)}11". 
k ZE C n-HX> 
It has been shown by Newns [3; p. 453] that the necessary and sufficient 
condition for the effectiveness of the set {Pn(z)} in D(C) is that 
(2.5) .A(O) =I. 
Also, it can be deduced that the basic series of polynomials {Pn(z)} 
represents in D(C) every function regular in D(C,); r<, l, if and only if, 
(2.6) .A( C)<, lfr. 
3. Suppose that the Faber set {Pn(z)} admits the representation 
n 
(3.1) Zn= IOn,kPdz) 
k~O 
and write mn(R)= max JPn(z)J. The proofs of the above theorems depend 
fzf~R 
on the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 1: For all transformations (1.1) the number f3 given by ( 1.3) always 
exists and accords to the inequality 
(3.2) (3 <I. 
Moreover, the following relations are valid for the Faber polynomials 1) 
(3.3) mn(y)<Kn(n+ 1)/f3'n; n;:p 1, m0 = 1, 
where (3' is any positive number less than (3; and 
n-k 
(3.4) IOn.kl~Yni~G)(tt/Y)i; O~k~n-1, en,n=-cn. 
1 ) In our notation K denotes finite positive constants, not generally of the sam.e 
value at different occurrences. 
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For, let cf>(t)fc= L antn; since cf>(t) is regular in D(I) then 
n~o 
lim lanii/n = s < I. 
n---*oo 
Put z = yeiO and consider the equation 1p(t)- z = 0 for all values of e. 
If 1p(t) is defined for O<iti<h, where h>I and if o=min. (h, {3), then 
from the definition of f3 we infer that the equation 1p(t)- z = 0 must have 
no roots in itl<o. Hence the function (cft){?p(t)-z}-1 will be a regular 
function oft in D(o) for lzl =y. Thus, if we put 
00 
(3.6) (cft){?p(t)-z}- 1 =I+ _LBn(z) tn, 
n~I 
then 
(3.7) lim {max IBn(z)l}11n ~ Ifo. 
n---*oo /z/~ y 
Suppose if possible that o >I; choose the numbers s' and o' such that 
(3.8) s<s'<I; I<o'<o; s'o'>l. 
Hence (3.5) and (3. 7) respectively yield 
(3.9) lani<Ks'n=Ks'n+I; maxiBn(z)I<Kfo'n; n~O. 
/z/~y 
Inserting (3.6) in (2.I) and using the expansion of cf>(t)fc we get 
n 
(3.IO) P0 = -I, P 1(z) =- B1(z), Pn(z) =- Bn(z) + L (k-I)ak-IBn-k(z) ;n;> 2. 
k~2 
Substituting from (3.9) in (3.IO) it follows, in view of (3.8), that 
(3.ll) 
n 
Also, if Pn(z)= _LPn.kzk, then (l.I) and (2.I) give 
k~O 
(3.I2) P -(I/ 1) [t-n ()n { tip' (t) }] - -n. I n.n- n. ()zn ip(t)-z t~o- ---c 'n~ ' 
and hence Cauchy's inequality leads to 
(3.I3) mn(Y)> l. 
Making n tend to infinity in (3.ll) and (3.I3) we obtain 
I< lim {mn(y)}lln<s', 
n-700 
which contradicts (3.8). Hence o <I, and since h >I we conclude that 
f3 exists and that f3 < I, as required. Thus choosing {3' < f3 as in the lemma 
we should have 
(3.I4) s'f3' < L 
Thus inserting the relations (3.9) with {3' written for o', in (3.IO) and 
in view of (3.I4), the inequality (3.3) of the lemma is obtained. 
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Finally, to derive (3.4) we apply (2.2) to (3.1) to get 
e,,k=(l/2ni) I {'lf'(t)}"tk-ldt 
ltl~l 
= -c" [coefficient of tn-k in {l+t,P(t)jc}n]. 
Expanding {1 +t,P(t)jc}n and applying Cauchy's inequality and (1.2) we 
get (3.4); and the lemma is proved. · 
4. In what follows we consider the product set 
{qn(z)}= {q);l(z)} {Pn(z)} {q~2l(z)}, 
where {Pn(z)} is the set of Faber polynomials and the two simple sets 1) 
{q~l(z)} are effective in D(1) and the coefficients q~!n of z" in q~l(z) 
satisfy the condition 
( 4.1) lq(i) I =y" n,n · 
Adopting the usual notation for basic sets, suppose that z" admits the 
representations 
n 
( 4.2) z" = L n~\ q~l (z) 
k~O 
and write 
" (4.3) w~l (R) = L fn~f\1 Mj~l (R); M~l (R) = max jqj~l (z)j. 
k~O lzl ~R 
Let 
(4.4) 
n->oo 
and apply similar unaffixed expressions for the product set {q"(z)}. With 
these notations the second lemma is as follows. 
Lemma 2: Let the sets {q~l(z)} be given as above; then for the product set 
{qn(z)}, 
(4.5) w(1)< 1/f3+tJ/y. 
For, let {31 be any positive number less than {3 and choose the number 
{3' such that {31 <{3' <{3. Since the sets {q~l(z)} are effective in D(l), then 
given any finite number e > 1' it follows that 
(4.6) 
and hence ( 4.1) yields 
(4.7) 
Also, since {3' < 1, the simple sets {q~l(z)} will be effective in D(l/{3'); hence 
(4.8) w~l(1/f3')<K/{3~ (n:>O). 
n 
Now, let the set {un(z)}; un(z)= L un,kzk be the product set {q~ll(z)}{Pn(z)} 
k~O 
and suppose that z"= :Lwn,kuk(z) and write Un(R)= max fun(z)f. Then 
n i~~R 
I) c.f. footnote (l) page 2. 
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we have 
n 
(4.9) wn.k = z On.i n}~h (k ~ n), 
i~k 
where On. i' n}~k are given in (3.1) and ( 4.2) respectively; also 
(4.10) 
Applying (3.3) of lemma 1 and the definition of the product set {un(z)} 
we obtain 
n 
U,.(y)< z Jqi.~1klmk(y)<Kn(n+ 1)2M}.11 (1/,8'), 
k~O 
and hence (4.7) gives, for the product set {q,(z)} 
(4.11) 
' " \ .. il1,(1) < z Ju,., 7,.JM~21 (1) <Kn(n+ 1)e" U,(y) 
( <~:(n+ 1)3e"M~1>(1/,8'). 
k k i 
In view of (4.9) we easily see that z Jwk.iJMi(1) < z JOk.il z Jn?~JM.(1) 
i~o i-O s~o 
so that (3.4) of lemma 1, (4.8) and (4.11) yield 
~ i~ Jwk.iJMi(1) <Kk(k+ 1)aek i~lk.ilf31i 
1 <Kk(k+ 1)3(yef'~f31k+ l (~)(!1-/rl·f /31"~ ( i-1 1 s~o \ 
<Kk2(k+ 1)3(ye)k(l/,81 +ftfy)k. 
(4.12) 
Also, in view of (4.10) we easily observe that 
n k 
w,(R) < z Jni.~1kl z jwk.i1 Mi(R). 
k-0 i~O 
Hence (4.6), (4.7) and (4.12) together imply that 
n 
w,.(l) <Kn2(n+ l)3e" (1/,81 + fl-fy)" z Jn};';1kjyk 
k-0 
<Kn2(n+ l)3e2"(1/,81 +!1-/Y)". 
Making n tend to infinity it follows that w( 1) < e2( 1/,81 + !1-IY); and since 
,81 and e can be taken as near as we please to f3 and 1 respectively the 
required inequality follows; and the lemma is therefore established. 
5. Proof of Theorem 1 : 
Let 
(5.1) ) 
P~1 (z) = I P~!kzk= i q~;kPA.(z); 
1,-o k-o 
n n 
p .. (z) = Z Pn.kzk= Z qn.kPk(z), 
lc~O k~O 
and write 
n n 
(5.2) q~1 (z) = z q~\zk; q .. (z) = z q ... kz". 
k-0 k~O 
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Suppose that the sets {p~l(z)} admit the representations 
n 
Pn(z)= 2n~\p~l(z); 
k~O 
then it easily follows that 
n 
zn= 2 n~\q~l(z). 
k~O 
Write, as m (2.4), (4.3) and (4.4), 
n n 
(5.3) /c~l(C)= 21n~!k[{maxlpkil(z)l}; w~l(R)= 21n~\IM~l(R) 
k~O zeO k~O 
(5.4) /c(il(C)= lim {lc~l(C)}lln; w(il(R)= lim {w~l(R)}lln, 
n-oo n-oo 
and apply similar unaffixed expressions for the sets {Pn(z)} and {qn(z)}, 
Now, since the sets {p~il(z)} are absolutely monic and since Pn,n= -e-n. 
as given by (3.I2), we have from (5.I) 
(5.5) lq~!nl = IP~}n/Pn,nl =yn. 
Also, it has been shown [2; c.f. proof of theorem I] that 
(5.6) /c(il (C)= w(il (I); /c(C) = w(I). 
Since each of the sets {p~l(z)} is effective in D(C), then by (2.5) /c(il(C) =I, 
whence (5.6) implies that each of the sets {q~l(z)} is effective in D(I). 
Adding this fact to (5.5)we infer that the sets {q~l (z)} satisfy the hypotheses 
oflemma 2. Moreover, it can be verified that {qn(z)} = {q;;l(z) }{Pn(z) }{q~2l(z)}. 
Hence lemma 2 and (5.6) imply that, for the set {Pn(z)}, 
(5.7) f..( C)< I/{3 + flfY =A. 
Applying (2.6) we conclude that the product series represents in D(C) 
every function regular in D(C11A), and the theorem is proved. 
To show that the upper bound given by theorem I is attainable for 
some particular forms of C we take C to be the circle I z + b I= R; b > 0, 
R> 0. In this case we have 
1p(t)=Rjt-b; y=R; f3=Rf(R+b); f1=b; Pn(z)= -((z+b)jR)n; n;;;.O. 
Consider the set {p.(z)} to be thesquare of the simple monic set {pi,ll(z)}, 
where pi,1l(z)=(z+b)n; n;>O, this set is effective in D(C), and we easily 
see that Pn(z)=(z+2b)n; n;>O. Hence, as in (5.3), we have 
!f..n(C)= (I/R)nJo (~) bn-k(R+b)k= (R+ 2b)n/Rn, 
so that f..(C)=(R+2b)jR; and thus the bound in (5.7) is attained. 
Applying (2.6) we conclude that the basic series of polynomials {Pn(z)} 
represents in I z + b I <;, R every function regular in I z + b I <;, R + 2b; and if 
R < r < R + 2b, there is at least one function regular in I z + b I<;, r which 
the basic series cannot represent in lz+bl .;;;,R. 
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6. Proof of Theorem 2: 
Let the sets {qn(z)}, {q~1 (z)} be given as in (5.1) and (5.2); then as in 
the proof of theorem 1, the sets {q~i1 (z)} satisfy the hypotheses of lemma 2 
and the set {qn(z)} is the product set {q~11 (z)}{P,(z)}{q;;1 (z)}, where {P,(z)} 
is the set of Faber polynomials associated with the ellipse x2ja2 + y2fb2 = 1. 
Also, in view of (5.6) it will be sufficient to prove that w(1) of the set 
{q,(z)} accords to the inequality 
(6.1) w(1) < V(l + 4cx). 
Now, applying (2.1) to (1.4) we easily obtain 
(6.2) P 0 = -1, P,(z)= -(a+b)-n{(z+ Vz2-a2e2)"+(z- Vz2-a2e2)n}; n> 1, 
where e is the eccentricity of the ellipse. It easily follows, in view of 
(1.5), that 
(6.3) m,(y)<2-"+1(1+ V(1+4cx))n; n>L 
Also, in this case the coefficients (8,.k) of (3.1) are given by 
(6.4) 
82n.2k=- (n~;\) (aej2)2niX-k, 
8 - ( 2n+ l ) ( /2)2n+l -k-< 2n+I.2k+l-- n+k+l ae iX . 
With the procedure of lemma 2, applying (6.3) and (6.4) in place of 
(3.3) and (3.4) of lemma 1, the inequality (6.1) can be easily derived. 
This inequality leads to the required result of the theorem in the same 
way as in the proof of theorem 1. 
To prove that the result is best possible we consider the set {p,(z)} 
to be the square of the simple monic set {p~11 (z)} given by 
pb11(z)= 1; p!,i>(z)= 2-"{(z+ Vz2-a2e2)"+ (z- Vz2-a2e2)"}; n> 1. 
Being effectively equivalent to the s.et {P,(z)} of (6.2), this set is effective 
in D(C). Putting X=t(z+ Vz2-a2e2),Y=t(z- Vz2-a2e2), then the set 
{p,(z)} is given by 
Po (z)=1 
p2, (z)= 2-2n+l[( -l)n+l(ae)2"+ t{(X + VX2-a2e2)2"+ (X_ VX2-a2e2)2n 
+ (Y + VY2-a2e2)2"+ (Y- VY2-a2e2)2"}]; n> l, 
p2,+ 1(z) = 2-2n-1[(X + V X2 _ a2e2)2n+I +(X_ VX2-a2e2)2n+I 
+ (Y + VY2- a2e2 )2"+1 + (Y- VY2- a 2e2)2"+I]; n > 0. 
Setting z=ib, and writing F,(O)=max!p,(z)j, it easily follows that 
ZEC 
(6.5) j ;~~~): :~,.+> [H"i ')"'{(! + V(H 4a))"'+ (I- V(l +4a))'") 
~ +~(a-;-bY"{(l+ V(1+4/cx))2"+(1- V(l+4/cx)) 2"}-(ae)2"J; n>l. 
40 Series A 
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Also, it can be verified that 
P 2n(z) =- !Xn Jo (n~k) (2jae) 2kp2k(z); n >I. 
Hence inserting (6.5) we easily get 
A.2n(O) ;;>(I+ 4!X)n+ (!X2+ 4!X)n _ 22n!Xn. 
:.faking n tend to infinity it follows that A.( C)> V(l + 4!X), and by (5.6) 
and (6.I) we infer that A.(O)= V(l+4!X). Finally, applying (2.6) as before 
we conclude that the result given in the theorem is best possible; and 
therefore theorem 2 is established. 
Proof of Theorem 3: 
As in the proof of theorem 2, the essential part of the proof is to derive 
two relations concerning the Faber polynomials {Pn(z)} associated with 
the ovallz2 -II= a2, to replace (3.3) and (3.4) oflemma I. In fact, applying 
(2.I) to (1.6) we obtain 
(6.6) l Pzn(z)= -a-2n(z2-l)n; P ( ) - _ -2n-1 ~(-I)k(n+t)z2n+l-2k. n-::;.0 2n+l z - a £., k ' """' ' 
k~O 
from which, in view of (1.7), it follows that 
(6. 7) 
Also, in this case the coefficients (On,k) of (3.I) are given by 
(6.8) 
Using (6.7) and (6.8} in place of (3.3) and (3.4) and proceeding as in 
lemma 2 and the proof of theorem I we obtain, for the product set 
{Pn(z)}, 
(6.9) A.(O) < V(l + 2ja2), 
as required by the theorem. 
To prove that the result is best possible, we take the set {Pn(z)} to 
be the square of the simple monic set {pj,1l(z)} given by 
Ph~ (z) = (z2 -l}n; p~~+l(z) = i; ( -I)k (ntt) z2n+l-2k; n;;, 0, 
k~O 
which, being effectively equivalent to the set {Pn(z)} as given by (6.6), 
is effective in D(O), where 0 is the oval lz2 -II= a2. Forming the square 
set {Pn(z)} we obtain 
P2n(z)= (z2-2)n; P2n+dz)= k~ ( -IJk(ntt)P¥~+1-27c(z); n-;;,0. 
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It is easily verified that 
A2n (C)= a-2n JoG) (a2 + l)k = (1 + 2ja2)n, 
whence A.( C);;;. V(l + 2fa2) and by (6.9) it follows that A.( C)= V(l + 2fa2). 
Applying (2.6) we conclude that the result is best possible; and this 
finishes the proof of theorem 3. 
Finally, I should like to express my thanks to Dr. W. F. Newns, 
Liverpool for his helpful comments and constructive suggestions. 
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